
This report looks at the following areas:

•• How arHow are ownership lee ownership levvels holding up in the currels holding up in the current economic enent economic envirvironment?onment?
•• Do Irish consumers gDo Irish consumers generenerally trually trust insurst insurers?ers?
•• What is the gWhat is the genereneral consumer attitude when pural consumer attitude when purchasing insurchasing insurance?ance?
•• How do consumers view vHow do consumers view value and afalue and affforordability within the insurdability within the insuranceance

sectsector?or?

Although both NI and RoI consumers are facing ever-mounting financial
pressures, levels of ownership of insurance products have largely remained
steady since Mintel last examined the Irish insurance industry in June 2012. As
was evident in mid-2012, Irish consumers remain reluctant to give up or
downgrade cover, which is perhaps related to the finding that a quarter of NI
and more than a third of RoI consumers believe effective cover to be even
more important during periods of financial hardship.

Nonetheless, this 'commitment' to retain cover cannot be taken for granted:
many consumers, particularly in RoI, are struggling to afford cover, which is a
situation that cannot continue indefinitely. The insurance sector also faces an
increasing problem relating to consumer trust – more than half of all Irish
consumers agree that some insurers do not treat their customers fairly. There
are also some indications that insurance products are becoming increasingly
commoditised.
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“Although ownership levels
among Irish consumers of
almost all major forms of
insurance cover have
remained fairly static over the
past year, there is no
guarantee that this will remain
the case indefinitely. The
challenge for insurers is to
offer ever-increasing levels of
value for money and continue
to demonstrate the
importance of being
covered.”
– Brian O’Connor, Production
Manager
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About Mintel
Mintel is the expert in what consumers want
and why. As the world’s leading market
intelligence agency, our analysis of
consumers, markets, product innovation and
competitive landscapes provides a unique
perspective on global and local economies.
Since 1972, our predictive analytics and
expert recommendations have enabled our
clients to make better business decisions faster

Our purpose is to help businesses and people
grow. To find out how we do that, visit
mintel.com.
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